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e formation of homochiral flexible
perylene bisimide cyclophanes and their hybrids
with fullerenes†‡

Iris Solymosi, §a Swathi Krishna,§b Edurne Nuin, c Harald Maid,a

Barbara Scholz, a Dirk M. Guldi, b M. Eugenia Pérez-Ojeda *a

and Andreas Hirsch *a

Cyclophanes of different ring sizes featuring perylene-3,4:9,10-tetracarboxylic acid bisimide (PBI) linked by

flexible malonates were designed, synthesized, and investigated with respect to their structural, chemical

and photo-physical properties. It is predominantly the number of PBIs and their geometric arrangement,

which influence dramatically their properties. For example, two-PBI containing cyclophanes reveal

physico-chemical characteristics that are governed by strong co-facial p–p interactions. This is in stark

contrast to cyclophanes with either three or four PBIs. Key to co-facial p–p stackings are the flexible

malonate linkers, which, in turn, set up the ways and means for diastereoselectivity of the homochiral

PBIs at low temperatures, on one hand. In terms of selectivity, diastereomeric (M,M)/(P,P) : (M,P)/(P,M)

pairs with a ratio of approximately 10 : 1 are discernible in the 1H NMR spectra in C2D2Cl4 and

a complete diastereomeric excess is found in CD2Cl2. On the other hand, symmetry-breaking charge

transfer as well as charge separation at room temperature are corroborated in steady-state and time-

resolved photo-physical investigations. Less favourable are co-facial p–p stackings in the three-PBI

containing cyclophanes. For statistical reasons, the diastereoisomers (M,M,M)/(P,P,P) and (M,M,P)/(P,P,M)

occur here in a ratio of 1 : 3. In this case, symmetry-breaking charge transfer as well as charge

separation are both slowed down. The work was rounded-off by integrating next to the PBIs, for the first

time, hydrophobic or hydrophilic fullerenes into the resulting cyclophanes. Our novel fullerene–PBI

cyclophanes reveal unprecedented diastereoselective formation of homochiral (M,M)/(P,P) pairs

exceeding the traditional host–guest approach. Hybridization with fullerenes allows us to modulate the

resulting solubility, stacking, cavity and chirality, which is of tremendous interest in the field.
Introduction

Following the discovery of [2.2]paracyclophane by Brown and
Farthing1 and its targeted synthesis with high dilution by Cram
and Steinberg,2 cyclophanes have gained more and more
importance in recent decades. For our macrocycles, PBIs were
chosen as building blocks owing to their unique physico-
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chemical as well as thermal properties and, in turn, great
potential for applications.3 PBIs are, for example, used as semi-
conductors in eld effect transistors (FETs)4–6 or as components
in various solar cells.7,8 In addition, they self-organize based on
p–p interactions.9,10 PBI containing cyclophanes have recently
received increasing attention. Leading examples fromWürthner's
group are the demonstration of tunable electronic interactions
between PBIs11 or of uorescent sensing to detect electron-rich
and electron-poor guests.12 Within the cyclophanes, the PBIs
are held together via either exible13–15 or rigid linkers.12,16

Notably, the linker conditions the cavity given by the cyclophanes.
This has resulted in incorporating small aromatic hydrocar-
bons,12,17 homochiral molecules,17,18 and fullerenes.19 Despite the
fact that exible and long linkers make the incorporation rather
difficult due to PBI self-aggregation, fullerenes have even been
encapsulated in a PBI-containing macrocycle with exible
linkers.19 Strong p–p interactions are, however, advantageous for
promoting the cyclization through self-organization14,20 Tradi-
tionally, cyclization has been favored over oligomerization by
either high dilutions13,19,21 or templating effects.12,22 Up to six23 or
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 15491–15502 | 15491
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Scheme 1 Cyclization reaction for the synthesis of PBI-based mac-
rocycles P2, P3, and P4.
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even nine PBIs24 within a macrocycle have been incorporated and
isolated so far.

Controlling the size of the cyclophanes and the arrangement
of the molecular building blocks therein ultimately governs the
properties and, in turn, determines the incorporation of
molecular guests. Thus, in the current contribution we have
also tackled the template effect to favor a dimeric PBI-
arrangement and compared the p–p stacking interactions in
two-PBI-containing cyclophanes with those featuring either
three or four PBIs. Importantly, PBIs were linked through ex-
ible malonate linkers to enable the functionalization of the
Fig. 1 MALDI-TOF spectrum of a fraction already purified by size
exclusion and column chromatography in order to identify the bigger
cycles (pos. mode, DCTB in CH2Cl2).

Table 1 Reaction conditions for the different cyclization experiments

ENa Ratiob c c [mmol L�1] c

A 1 : 1 : 0 197 2.44
B 1 : 1 : 0 515 20.4
C 1 : 1 : 0 515 20.4
D 1 : 1 : 0.5 515 20.4
E 1 : 4 : 0.5 515 4 �
F 1 : 3 : 0 515 48.8

a Number of experiment. b Ratio of precursor 1 : malonyl dichloride : T
d Concentration of malonyl dichloride in the syringe. e Addition time spa

15492 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 15491–15502
cyclic dimer with hydrophobic and hydrophilic fullerenes.25

Incentives to control the cyclophane surroundings were to tune
the physico-chemical characteristics and to alter bindings of
guests through, for example, hydrophobic effects and other
non-covalent interactions. To the best of our knowledge, no PBI-
based cyclophanes have ever been functionalized with fuller-
enes with the objective to investigate such a sophisticated
molecular design.
Results and discussion
Synthesis

Scheme 1 shows the synthetic procedure of cyclophanes starting
from N,N0-dihydroxypropyl-1,6,7,12-tetrakis-(4-tert-
butylphenoxy)-3,4:9,10-perylenetetracarboxydiimide 1, which
was prepared in a two-step synthesis according to modied
literature procedures.26,27 Cyclization of 128,29 with malonyl
dichloride using pyridine30 as a base provides P2, P3, and P4 as
purple solids in 8.1%, 3.4%, and 1.3% yields, respectively. 2–4
indicate the associated number of PBIs (P) in the ring.

A generalized methodology, which promotes intramolecular
ring closure based on the Ziegler–Ruggli principle, takes place
under high dilution conditions to avoid polymerization reac-
tions.31 For this purpose, malonyl dichloride was slowly added
using an automatic syringe pump over time during the reaction.
In addition to P2, larger macrocycles as well as open-chain
oligomers and polymers were formed. They were detected in
MALDI-TOF experiments (Fig. 1). Due to the difficult isolation
and scarce yields, macrocycles larger than P4 were not further
investigated.

To promote the formation of a specic macrocycle size,
numerous intramolecular ring closure conditions were tested.
To this end, several addition time spans, dilutions, and stoi-
chiometries were investigated – Table 1. First, the addition time
of one equivalent of malonyl dichloride was investigated in
CH2Cl2 in a range from 1 to 30 h.

Based on MALDI-TOF and HPLC experiments, which
revealed only traces of P2 even aer prolonged malonyl addi-
tions, the addition time span was set to 3 h per equivalent
(experiments A–E). Second, the dilution conditions were
examined. Reaction of 1 with malonyl dichloride at very low
concentrations affords P2 in a 2.7% yield (Table 1, experiment
A). Higher concentrations of both building blocks resulted in an
increased two-PBI cyclophane yield (Table 1, experiments B and
d [mmol L�1] tadd
e [h] tstir

f [d] [%]

3 6 2.7
3 8 4.5
3 6 4.2
3 7 7.2

24.4 4 � 3 3 8.1
3 1 8.1

TF. c Concentration of precursor molecule 1 in the reaction mixture.
n of malonyl dichloride. f Time of stirring (r.t.).

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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C) revealing that dilution optimization of the reaction condi-
tions is crucial in the overall formation of P2. Furthermore, the
reproducibility of all of these conditions was proven in experi-
ment C. The macrocycle fraction was puried by size exclusion
chromatography (Biobeads S-X1, dry mesh size: 28–74 mm,
CH2Cl2) followed by column chromatography (SiO2, using
different solvent gradients depending on the macrocycle).
Moreover, the separation and characterization of P3 (3.4%) and
P4 (1.3%) were successful as well.

Prearranging the building blocks through a template
effect32,33 is expected to favor their spatial disposition to afford
specic cyclophane geometries and sizes. Specically, consid-
ering the electron-acceptor strength of PBIs, we argued that an
electron-donating tetrathiafulvalene34 (TTF) should serve as
a template.35 TTF is oxidized in cyclic voltammetry experiments
at +0.34 and +0.71 V vs. Ag/AgCl in CH2Cl2,36 while PBI is
reduced at �1.08 and �1.23 V vs. Fc/Fc+ in CH2Cl2.37 According
to these reduction and oxidation potentials, electron donor–
acceptor interactions are likely to promote a pre-arranged,
sandwich-like structure, which favors the formation of the
two-PBI ring, similar to the template-controlled synthesis of
tetracationic macrocycles by Stoddart.38 As such, the cyclization
reaction was carried out in the presence of TTF (experiment D)
to give P2 in 7.2% yield. This is a 1.6-fold enhancement relative
to experiment B. TTF was easily removed from P2 by size-
exclusion chromatography using CH2Cl2 as the eluent due to
its relatively weak supramolecular interaction.

Non-reacted starting material 1 was recovered under the
reaction conditions in experiments A to D as detected by HPLC
(vide infra). Thus, in another approach malonyl dichloride was
added to the reaction mixture until all of 1 was consumed with
or without any templating agent. Here, when TTF is present in
the reactionmixture (experiment E), the yield of P2was raised to
8.1%, which is slightly larger than the 7.2% yield seen in the
templated experiment D. An excess of malonyl dichloride
improves the yields of P2, but at the expense of higher polymer
formation. The latter were successfully separated from the
crude mixture by size-exclusion chromatography as part of
a more straightforward purication process. When the cycliza-
tion reaction was carried out with an excess of malonyl
dichloride and without any TTF (experiment F), P2 was fur-
nished in 8.1% as in experiment E. This fact reveals that either
the TTF-templated synthesis or the use of an excess of malonyl
dichloride results in increased P2 formation. However, the
combination of both strategies in the same cyclization reaction
does not result in a cooperative yield increase. To better exploit
the template effect, other planar electron-rich aromatic hydro-
carbons such as anthracene are foreseeable as template mole-
cules given that the binding interaction with PBI cyclophanes
has already been demonstrated.12
Reaction control by analytical HPLC

The reaction course as well as the product distribution under
each reaction conditions were monitored with analytical high-
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) with a Nucleosil
column (EC250/4 Nucleosil 100–5) using CH2Cl2 : ethyl
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
acetate : MeOH 1 : 0 : 0 / 75 : 20 : 5 as the mobile phase.
HPLC proles of experiment A (high dilution), experiment C
(low dilution) and isolated P2, P3, and P4 are shown in Fig. S1
(in the ESI‡). Despite the fact that P2, P3, and P4 were detected
in the crude mixture, as well as other by-products, their UV-vis
spectra could not be compared quantitatively, due to their
different spectral intensities as well as their different 3 values
(the detailed photophysical information is shown below).

When HPLC measurements of experiments A, C, and D were
performed, a relatively large amount of unreacted starting
material 1 was detected at an elution time of 17 min. Another
peak with an elution time of 20 min was assigned to P2open in
agreement with MALDI-TOF measurements. Mass spectra as
well as the corresponding molecular structure of P2open, are
presented in Fig. S1 (in the ESI‡). P2open paves the way for the
synthesis of more complex asymmetric hetero-structures when
combined with other building blocks.

In addition, HPLC studies of the crude mixture using the
TTF-template (experiment D) were carried out. Under these
conditions, P2 and TTF were detected separately (Fig. S3 in the
ESI‡). This conrms that the interactions between P2 and TTF
are weak, which is in agreement with our previous observations
during the purication size-exclusion by chromatography. TTF
ensures the necessary pre-arrangement of 1 to undergo cycli-
zation, but also enables the target to be separated from the
template. Finally, when an excess of malonyl dichloride was
used in the cyclization reaction (experiment E, Fig. S4 in the
ESI‡), an increased P2 peak intensity in the HPLC proles went
hand-in-hand with decreased peak intensities for 1 and P2open.

Functionalisation with fullerene pentakisadducts

The incentive to incorporate fullerenes was to exploit them as
bulky molecular scaffolds, which assist in modifying the
chemical environment of the cyclophane. For this purpose,
exible malonates were chosen as linkers between the PBIs to
open the pathway towards the macrocycle functionalization
with fullerenes. Thus, P2 was derivatized with fullerene penta-
kisadducts bearing different malonate ester groups. Chemical
modication of the environment via functionalized fullerenes
with hydrophobic or hydrophilic substituents will, in turn, tune
the molecular properties and facilitate the study of inter-PBI
interactions. We envisioned that the modulation of p–p stack-
ing forces will drive the dynamics of intramolecular PBI self-
assembly and chiral interaction. Preparation of P2F2Et and
P2F2TEG (Scheme 3) as well as reference P1F2Et (Scheme 2) was
carried out by means of the Bingel–Hirsch cyclopropanation of
the corresponding malonates with ethyl (Et) or tetraethylene
glycol (TEG) substituted fullerene pentakisadducts. These were
prepared in a two-step synthesis as described by Pérez-Ojeda
et al.25 Under these conditions, P2F2Et, P2F2TEG, and P1F2Et
were obtained in 70%, 27%, and 62% yields, respectively.

Synthesis of a model compound

Reference P1F2Et with only one PBI (P1, in the ESI‡) as a bridge
between two fullerenes with ethyl substituents (F2Et) was
synthesized (Scheme 2). This is similar to two fullerenes bridged
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 15491–15502 | 15493



Scheme 2 Two different variants for the synthesis of reference P1F2Et.

Scheme 3 Synthesis of the functional hybrids P2F2Et and P2F2TEG.
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to one another via a naphthalene bisimide-containing bis(ethyl
malonate) as described by Nishimura et al.39,{ Typical Bingel–
Hirsch conditions were used for the preparation of the refer-
ence compound. P1F2Et was obtained in one-step from P1 by
a reaction with fullerene pentakisadduct FEt using CBr4 and 1,8-
diazabicycloundec-7-ene (DBU) in toluene (Scheme 2, variant
1).40 P1F2Et was isolated as a purple solid in 17% yield. To
overcome the low yield of P1F2Et, we modied in a second
approach our reaction conditions, which are shown in Scheme 2
(variant 2). DBU was replaced by the Schwesinger phosphazene
base P1-tBu for the in situ generation of a-bromo-malonate.
CH2Cl2 was used as a solvent rather than toluene.41–43 Under
these conditions, P1 was completely converted aer a few
minutes and P1F2Et was afforded in 62% yield.
Synthesis of functional hybrids

With the optimized conditions at hand, P2F2Et and P2F2TEG
were prepared in 70% and 27% yields, respectively (Scheme 3).
It is worth noting that for a complete derivatization of P2 more
equivalents of CBr4 and P1-tBu had to be used than in the P1F2Et
preparation. Owing to the large steric hindrance of the TEG
chains, the reaction time for forming P2F2TEG was signicantly
longer and only a moderate yield of 27% was isolated in
comparison with P2F2Et. Interestingly, in the synthesis of the
cyclophanes endowed with two fullerenes, a by-product P2F1TEG
with only one fullerene and two bromine substituents was iso-
lated. Its structure was conrmed by the isotopic pattern of
15494 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 15491–15502
a high-resolution mass spectrum (Fig. S37 in the ESI‡) and by
1H-NMR integration. Our methodology allows PBI-cyclophane
functionalization not only with fullerene derivatives bearing
different substituents to tune their solubility, but also with
pristine fullerenes to use the resulting hybrid for optoelectronic
applications of high interest and demand.44 Thus, this simple
and innovative molecular design represents a groundbreaking
strategy towards a new generation of optical materials with
tailored properties.

The reference as well as the functional hybrids were inves-
tigated using spectroscopic methods. The corresponding
structures were unambiguously characterized by HRMS, NMR
(1H and 13C) as well as UV-vis and uorescence spectroscopies.

Due to the different amount of PBIs and their arrangements
within the cyclophanes, intramolecular p–p stacking interac-
tions prevail in P2. This leads to a spectrum, which differs from
P3 and P4. In addition, the presence of fullerenes has
a profound inuence on the properties in comparison to P2. To
examine the structure–property relationship, temperature-
dependent NMR, steady-state UV-vis, and uorescence spec-
troscopy and transient absorption experiments were carried
out.
Temperature-dependent 1H NMR spectroscopy

Concerning NMR spectroscopy, symmetry changes due to
dynamic processes and their timescales play an important role
and have to be considered. Bay-substituted perylenes are
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 Temperature-dependent 1H NMR (600 MHz) spectra of P2
recorded in C2D2Cl4.

Scheme 4 Representation of the stereochemistry of the PBI atro-
pisomers M (purple) and P (grey).
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twisted rather than planar due to the steric hindrance of their
substituents.45 Therefore, two atropisomers (M/P) of lower
symmetry, compared to at perylene, exist (Scheme 4). For
substituents like 4-tert-butylphenoxy it is, however, known that
the M 4 P interconversion (buttery dynamic) is fast at room
temperature.46 For this reason, NMR spectra are expected,
which reect higher symmetry, including symmetry elements of
the second kind such as mirror planes. In particular, we awaited
1H-NMR spectra compatible with point groups of D2h for P1, P2,
P1F2Et, and P2F2Et, D3h for P3 as well as D4h for P4.

The 1H-NMR spectra of P1–P4 in CDCl3 measured at room
temperature are presented in Fig. 2. Reference P1 shows a single
set of sharp signals indicating fast atropisomerization of the M
and P isomers. Between 8.5 and 6.5 ppm, we see a singlet for the
PBI-protons (Fig. 2, a) and two multiplets for the AA0BB0 spin
system of the para-substituted system of the aromatic bay-
substituents (Fig. 2, b and c). The three CH2-groups of the
alkyl chain appear as two signals, a triplet like multiplet at
4.2 ppm for the almost isochronous protons of the methylene
Fig. 2 Comparison of the 1H NMR (400 MHz) spectra of P1 (bottom),
P2, P3 and P4 (top) recorded in CDCl3 at room temperature.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
groups linked to oxygen and nitrogen (Fig. 2, d and e), and
a pseudo quintet at 2.0 ppm for the central CH2-group. A singlet
was found for the malonate CH2-groups at 3.3 ppm. The spec-
trum is completed with two singlets for OCH3 and tert-butyl
groups at 3.7 and 1.3 ppm, respectively. For P3 and P4, the same
set of signals was observed reecting the high symmetry of D2h

for P1, D3h for P3, and D4h for P4. In contrast, the 1H-NMR
spectrum of P2 is rather different. All signals are strongly
broadened or barely visible (Fig. 2, second row). Additionally,
a split of the signals for the OCH2- and the central CH2-groups
(Fig. 2, eA, eB gA, gB) is observed. Obviously, atropisomerization
is slow at the NMR timescale.

To further investigate the dynamic behaviour and to under-
stand the stereo-chemical consequences, we conducted
Fig. 4 Schematic representation of conformational equilibrium
between the homochiral (M,M)-P2/(P,P)-P2 and the achiral mesocate
(M,P)-P2/(P,M)-P2 with a ratio of 10 : 1 in C2D2Cl4 at �15 �C (a) and
statistical distribution of (M,M,M)-P3/(P,P,P)-P3 and (M,M,P)-P3/
(P,P,M)-P3 of 1 : 3 (b).

Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 15491–15502 | 15495



Fig. 5 1H (600 MHz) NMR spectrum of P3 dissolved in CD2Cl2
recorded at �20 �C showing the typical ratio of 1 : 1:2 for the perylene
and malonate protons.
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a detailed NMR study of P2 and P3 at high and low tempera-
tures. Upon cooling of P2 in [D2]-tetrachloroethane we observed
a sharpening of the peaks and a splitting of the signals in the
aromatic region, most clearly visible at�15 �C (Fig. 3). Here, the
epimerization via a buttery twist of the perylene is slow on the
NMR timescale. In principle, P2 exists as a racemic mixture of
two diastereoisomers, homochiral (M,M)-P2/(P,P)-P2 and mes-
ocate (M,P)-P2/(P,M)-P2 (Fig. 4a). In the 1H NMR spectrum, we
attribute the main signals to the racemic mixture of homochiral
(M,M)-P2/(P,P)-P2 for the following reason. Here, the symmetry
is reduced to D2 and, consequently, the protons of the PBIs
(Fig. 3, a) as well as the protons of the aromatic bay-substituents
(Fig. 3, b and c) form two heterotopic sets of four and eight
homotopic protons, respectively.

We distinguish between one set of protons, which protrudes
into the cage of the cyclophane (endo) and one set which
protrudes from it (exo). The protons of the alkyl chains in this
environment are diastereotopic and due to the presence of three
C2-axes again two sets of four homotopic protons for each CH2-
group appear (Fig. 3, eA/B and gA/B). For one methylene-group
(Fig. 3, f), no splitting was observed due to isochrony. Inter-
estingly, the malonate protons are homotopic, because they are
interchanged by the three C2-axes. Consequently, they appear as
one singlet. This would also happen, if diastereotopic protons
are isochronous. However, upon close inspection of the 1H-
NMR at �15 �C we found additional signals for the PBI-
(Fig. 3, a’) and malonate-protons (Fig. 3, f’), which we attribute
to the achiral mesocate (M,P)-P2/(P,M)-P2.

Due to the presence of a mirror plane (point group C2h) this
diastereomer is achiral. But, no symmetry element interchanges
the malonate-protons. These appear as two doublets (2JHH ¼ 17
Hz), best visible at �5 �C, and make our assignment unam-
biguous (Fig. S5 in the ESI‡). To prove that this signal group
belongs to the different diastereoisomers of P2, we performed
1D-EXSY in the rotating frame at 5 �C (Fig. S6 in the ESI‡). Upon
irradiation of each signal group exchange peaks appeared,
showing the slow interconversion of (M,P)-P2 and its enan-
tiomer into (M,M)-P2 and its enantiomer and vice versa.

The integral ratio between (M,M)-P2/(P,P)-P2 and (M,P)-P2/
(P,M)-P2 is 10 : 1 in C2D2Cl4 at�15 �C (Fig. S7 in the ESI‡). Such
an impressive diastereoselectivity for (M,M)-P2/(P,P)-P2 is
rationalized on grounds of attractive p–p interactions between
the PBIs which are facilitated by the exible linkers. This is even
more pronounced in the case of P2F2Et. No evidence for the
presence of (M,P)-P2F2Et/(P,M)-P2F2Et in a variable temperature
1H NMR assays was gathered (Fig. S8 in the ESI‡). Furthermore,
the diastereoselectivity is solvent dependent. In CD2Cl2 only
(M,M)-P2/(P,P)-P2 is present as shown in Fig. S9 (in the ESI‡).
The homochiral self-assembly has been previously observed in
solid crystal structures47 and under chiral guest encapsulation
conditions.17 However, to the best of our knowledge, this is the
rst time that it is observed quantitatively in solution without
the need for any particular guest requirements.

Upon heating, every set of signals coalesces for P2 and P2F2Et
to yield spectra, which are comparable to those of high
symmetric molecules of point group D2h. Coalescence temper-
atures were higher for P2F2Et indicating a higher inversion
15496 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 15491–15502
barrier (Fig. S8 in the ESI‡). To quantify this observation, the
activation energy DG‡ for the conformational interconversion of
the diastereomers was calculated for P2 and P2F2Et in CD2Cl2
and C2D2Cl4 using the coalescence method. The associated
equation and the respective coalescence temperatures as well as
chemical shis are listed in the ESI (Table S1‡). In both
solvents, the activation energy for P2 (DG‡ (CD2Cl2) ¼
52.8 kJ mol�1 and DG‡ (C2D2Cl4) ¼ 57.0 kJ mol�1) is lower than
that of P2F2Et (DG

‡ (CD2Cl2) ¼ 61.3 kJ mol�1 and DG‡ (C2D2Cl4)
¼ 64.0 kJ mol�1). P2 is less sterically hindered than P2F2Et and
has a high exibility due to the malonate linker, which favours
the interconversion process. Even the values for the sterically
much more demanding P2F2Et are lower than the free energy
for a comparable PBI cyclophane with rigid linkers (DG‡

(C2D2Cl4) ¼ 68.7 kJ mol�1).17

In contrast to P2 and P2F2Et, P3 shows no sharpening at
higher temperatures (Fig. S10 in the ESI‡). However, we note an
interesting behaviour for P3 at low temperatures. Upon cooling,
signals in the 1H-NMR as well as in the 13C-NMR spectra
broaden and nally split. To understand the aforementioned
thorough symmetry analyses of all isomers together with
statistics are necessary. Like P2, P3 exists as a racemic mixture
of two diastereoisomers, that is, homochiral (M,M,M)-P3/(P,P,P)-
P3 and (M,M,P)-P3/(P,P,M)-P3 (Fig. 4b). Homochiral P3 shows D3

symmetry. In contrast to P2, the PBIs of P3 are free to rotate
around the exible linkers. In other words, a single set is ex-
pected for the PBI protons.

The protons of the three CH2 alkyl groups are diastereotopic,
but the malonate protons are not (Fig. 4b, red protons). As they
are in line with the C2-axes they are all interchanged by action of
the C3- and the three C2-axes. Consequently, one singlet for this
set of homotopic protons is expected. (M,M,P)-P3/(P,P,M)-P3 has
only one C2-axis and is of point group C2. Therefore, two singlets
in a 2 : 1 ratio for the PBI protons are expected. The malonate
protons are a special case. In two out of the three CH2-groups
the protons are diastereotopic (Fig. 4b, blue protons). But, the
third is again in line with the C2-axis (Fig. 4b, green protons)
and, therefore, homotopic. Thus, we expected two doublets
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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from the AB-spin system (Fig. 4b, blue protons) and one singlet
(Fig. 4b, green protons) in a 2 : 1 ratio. Fig. 5 shows the 1H-NMR
spectrum of P3 at �20 �C with the described splitting for all
protons. For the 13C-NMR spectra see Fig. S11 (in the ESI‡).

The splitting and the multiplicity of the signals are both in
perfect agreement with our symmetry considerations. The unex-
pected integral ratio of 1 : 1 : 2 needs, however, explanation.
Considering only symmetry, a mixture without any preference for
one diastereoisomer would yield a proton spectrum with an
integral ratio of 3 : 2 : 1 for each signal group. But, when taking
statistics into account (M,M,P)-P3/(P,P,M)-P3would be three times
more populated than (M,M,M)-P3/(P,P,P)-P3. Thus, an integral
ratio of 1 : 1 : 2 would result for each signal group, which is in
sound agreement with the experiments. For P3, in contrast to P2,
no preference for one of the diastereoisomers is observed. This
can be rationalized from the fact that in the three-PBI cyclophane
a conformation with two PBIs in close contact with each other is
less favored. In the C2-symmetrical P3, two branches of the alkyl
chain and two of the PBIs cannot be interchanged. For the third
branch, this is possible by action of the C2-axis, which is why an
additional splitting with a total ratio of 1 : 1 : 1 : 1 is expected.
Interestingly, this does not apply to the malonate CH2-groups.
They are located in the middle between the two branches and the
ratio, thus, remains at 2 : 1 : 1. This additional splitting in the
third branch was detected for one of the PBI carbon atoms and
for the OCH2-group at even lower temperatures of �38 �C
(Fig. S12 in the ESI‡). To prove that all signal groups belong to the
different diastereoisomers of P3, we performed 1D-EXSY for the
malonate resonances in the rotating frame at �20 �C. Exchange
peaks appeared when each signal group was irradiated. This is
exemplied for the selective excitation at 3.24 ppm in Fig. S13 (in
the ESI‡). It displays the slow interconversion of (M,M,M)-P3 and
its enantiomer into (M,M,P)-P3 and its enantiomer and vice versa.
Steady-state absorption and uorescence spectroscopy

Steady-state absorption and uorescence spectra of P1, P2, P3,
and P4 measured in toluene are shown in Fig. 6. P1 reveals the
characteristic S0–S1 PBI features in the 500 to 600 nm range,
Fig. 6 Absorption and normalized fluorescence spectra of P1 as well
as cyclophanes P2, P3, and P4 recorded in toluene at room
temperature.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
that is, a set of absorption maxima at 534 and 575 nm, corre-
sponding to the 0–*1 and 0–*0 vibrational transitions. In the
450 nm region, the weaker absorptions are attributed to the S0–
S2 transitions. In P2, the 0–*1 vibrational transition is more
pronounced than in P1, with a 0.99-to-1 ratio of the corre-
sponding 0–*1 and 0–*0 intensities, respectively. At this point
we infer H-type excitonic coupling due to the co-facial stacking
of the two PBIs.15,48 According to exciton theory, transitions to
the lower-energy exciton-split LUMO, which corresponds to the
0–*0 transition, are symmetrically forbidden in face-to-face
stacked PBIs. Instead, transitions to the higher-energy exciton-
split LUMOs, which relate to the 0–*1 transition, take the
complete oscillator strength.16

PBI stacking in P2 deviates, however, from the ideal scenario.
It is the presence of the bulky phenoxy substituents at the bay
positions that evokes non-planar PBIs. Considering that the 0–
*0 transitions are discernible in P2 a subtle interplay between
excitonic and vibronic couplings relieves the symmetry restric-
tions.49 Intermolecular aggregation of P2 was ruled out by
means of corroborating that the absorption features were found
to be concentration independent (Fig. S39 in ESI‡). This is in
agreement with the fact that the sterically demanding tetra-(4-
tert-butylphenoxy) substituents cause signicant structural
distortions and, in turn, suppress the tendency towards
aggregation.48

When turning to P3 and P4, both 0–*1 and 0–*0 transitions
are seen with, however, different relative intensities. The
intensity ratio follows P2 > P4 > P3. This trend suggests that the
exible linkers of P3 and P4 permit loose co-facial PBI stackings.
Solvent viscosity-dependent bathochromic shis of the
absorptions were observed when measured in tetrahydrofuran
(THF), benzonitrile (PhCN), and 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane (TCE)
next to toluene (Fig. S38 in the ESI‡).

Fig. 7 surveys the absorption and uorescence spectra of
P1F2Et and P2F2Et in toluene, and P2F2TEG in toluene as well as
5% THF/water mixture. All P1-related absorption features were
retained in P1F2Et. No signicant perturbations nor any addi-
tional transitions were seen. What was, however, observed was
the absorbance increase at wavelengths below 400 nm. This
Fig. 7 Absorption and normalized fluorescence spectra of P1F2Et,
P2F2Et, and P2F2TEG recorded in toluene as well as P2F2TEG recorded
in 5% THF/water mixture (dashed line) at room temperature.
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arises from the presence of the fullerenes. Co-facial p–p

stacking is present in P2F2Et and P2F2TEG, as evidenced by 1.16-
to-1 and 1.12-to-1 ratios of the corresponding 0–*1 and 0–
*0 intensities, respectively. P2F2TEG dissolved in a 5% THF/
water mixture showed absorptions that are bathochromically
shied by �7 nm compared to toluene solutions, which is
a trend that has been reported for PBIs in an aqueous envi-
ronment.50,51 Here, hydrophobic interactions favor inter-
chromophore stacking and result in an even higher intensity
ratio of 1.31-to-1. The higher ratios seen in P2F2Et and P2F2TEG
corroborate the stronger co-facial p–p stackings as seen, for
example, in the NMR investigations. All maxima, molar
extinction coefficients, and relative intensities of the 0–*1 and
0–*0 transitions in different solvents are listed in Table S2 (in
the ESI‡).

Overall, all uorescence maxima are Stokes-shied by 30–
35 nm. For example, P1 shows a vibrationally resolved uores-
cence spectrum with a maximum at 603 nm and a shoulder at
655 nm. P2, P3, and P4 exhibit similar uorescence features
with slightly red-shied maxima, that is, from 610 to 615 nm.
No evidence for any excimer formation was, however, noted.
The uorescence quantum yields decrease from as high as 90%
for P1 to less than 26% for the cyclophanes (Table S3 in the
ESI‡). Such a trend substantiates a p–p stacking-induced
quenching of the PBI uorescence. A remarkable de-
intensication of the quantum yields is also observed when
the solvent is changed from non-polar toluene to highly polar
benzonitrile. Implicit is the involvement of symmetry-breaking
charge transfer and/or symmetry-breaking charge separation,
which opens up non-radiative deactivation pathways.52 The
emission spectral features of the model compound P1F2Et and
Fig. 8 Evolution associated spectra reconstructed from the sequential g
respectively) and PhCN (d, e and f respectively).
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cyclophane-fullerene hybrids P2F2Et and P2F2TEG in organic
solvents exhibited no signicant shis compared to their pure
PBI counterparts.

However, the uorescence quantum yield is reduced to 40–
50% in P1F2Et in different organic solvents, suggesting excited
state interactions of PBI with the attached fullerene pentaki-
sadducts. P2F2Et and P2F2TEG also exhibit solvent-dependent
quenching much like what is seen for P2. Aqueous solutions
of P2F2TEG showed a broad and red-shied uorescence with
a maximum at 630 nm, a shoulder at 685 nm, and a quantum
yield of <1%.

Temperature-dependent absorption and uorescence spec-
troscopic studies were performed with P2 and P3 in 1,1,2,2-
tetrachloroethane and are gathered in Fig. S43 in the ESI.‡ Both
P2 and P3 exhibit hypochromic as well as hypsochromic shis
in the absorption spectra upon heating. We rationalize this by
the enhanced ipping of the naphthalenes of the PBI core at
higher temperatures.53 However, unlike P3, the ratio of 0–*1 to
0–*0 intensities of P2 shows a subtle decrease towards higher
temperature. This indicates weakening of the PBI p–p stack-
ings. P2 reveals a two-fold increase upon heating, whereas no
signicant changes are seen for P3. In other words, P3 is less
rigid than P2 at any given temperature. This nding is in sound
agreement with the low-temperature NMR results.
Transient absorption spectroscopy

To understand the solvent-sensitive excited state dynamics,
femtosecond (fs) and nanosecond (ns) transient absorption (TA)
studies were performed in toluene, THF and PhCN, by photo-
exciting at 550 nm, with an OD of around 0.4 (Fig. S45–S51 in
the ESI‡). In-depth analysis of the TA spectra was performed
lobal analysis of fs-TA spectra of P2, P3 and P4 in toluene (a, b and c

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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using the GloTarAn program.54 Kinetic models with four or ve
species were employed to run the global sequential analysis.
The resulting evolution associated spectra (EAS) and the relative
population of the excited states are shown in the ESI.‡ To eluci-
date the deactivation pathway of P1, a kineticmodel based on four
species was employed (Fig. S52 and S53 in the ESI‡). To this end,
P1 shows in toluene the characteristic spectral signatures with
ground state bleaching at 452 and 595 nm, singlet excited state
absorptions at 700, 955, and 1038 nm, and stimulated emission at
652 nm. The rst species, which is a vibrationally hot singlet
excited state, transforms to a vibrationally relaxed excited state in
8.5 ps as the second species. It undergoes further relaxation to
a third species in 350.6 ps. This third species is the uorescent
singlet excited state, which decays to the ground state with a life-
time of 6.0 ns. In line with a uorescence quantum yield of 90% in
toluene, P1 decays primarily by uorescence. Still, the remaining
10% is subject to intersystem crossing to afford the triplet excited
state. From the ns-TA spectra, we conclude a lifetime ofmore than
350 ms. Regardless of the solvent polarity, similar kinetics were
obtained for P1.

In contrast, P2 exhibits distinct, solvent polarity-dependent
spectral evolutions (Fig. S46 in the ESI‡). The EAS recon-
structed from the global ts of fs-TA studies for P2 in toluene
and benzonitrile are shown in Fig. 8a and d.

In the non-polar toluene, the initial vibrationally hot singlet
excited state, undergoes vibrational relaxation to form the
second species in 16.3 ps and then proceeds to a new long-lived
intermediate third species in 324.6 ps. By means of comparing
the spectral features with the spectroelectrochemical absorp-
tions of the PBI radical cation (630, 790, 975, and 1083 nm) and
radical anion (685, 790, 975, and 1083 nm) (Fig. S44 in the ESI‡),
the third species corresponds to the PBId+–PBId� symmetry-
Fig. 9 Evolution associated spectra reconstructed from the sequential g
respectively) and PhCN (d, e and f respectively).
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breaking charge transfer (SBCT) state. Its decay dynamics
were probed using ns-TA measurements and the corresponding
EAS spectra are shown in Fig. 9. Considering that the fourth
species also features the SBCT ngerprints, we assign the third
and fourth species to a hot SBCT and a relaxed SBCT, respec-
tively. The PBI triplet excited state is the h species and is
generated with a time constant of 14.7 ns. A weak positive
absorption in the 500 nm region is the characteristic of the
triplet excited state and it lives for 137 ms.

In polar PhCN, a different excited state relaxation pathway
was concluded. Formation of the vibrationally hot excited state
is followed by deactivation over a time of 23.7 ps to afford the
SBCT state as rst and second species, respectively. It lives for
832.3 ps and is characterized by broadening of the excited state
absorption in the nIR region and an evolving maximum at
630 nm due to the formation of the PBI radical cation. The SBCT
state then transitions to a symmetry-breaking charge-separated
(SBCS) state with the respective markers at 630, 685, 790, 975,
and 1085 nm. This is the third species. SBCS is unfavorable in
non-polar toluene due to the positive free energy of charge
separation.55,56 Finally, it is with a time delay of 4.1 ns that the
SBCS state populates the PBI triplet excited state as the fourth
and nal species. 118 ms is the lifetime, by which the triplet
excited state decays back to the ground state. The decay kinetics
observed for P2 in THF, which has intermediate polarity, was
very similar to that obtained in PhCN (Fig. S54 and S55 in the
ESI‡).

In toluene, the excited state deactivation mechanism of P3
and P4 is similar to that gathered for P2 in toluene. Excitation
populates the rst species, which is the singlet excited state but
a high vibrational level of it, followed by the formation of
a vibrationally relaxed state in 2.2 ps as the second species. It
lobal analysis of ns-TA spectra of P2, P3 and P4 in toluene (a, b and c
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undergoes further relaxation within 104.3 ps for P3 or 48.5 ps
for P4 to form the third species or the hot SBCT state with
a dipolar character. The corresponding lifetimes are 6.1 and 4.5
ns in P3 and P4, respectively. From the ns-TA spectra, it is
evident that the hot SBCT state relaxes to the fourth species,
which has a lifetime of 12.3 ns in P3 and 9.9 ns in P4. Finally,
this relaxed SBCT state decays to form the triplet excited state,
which then repopulates the ground state in <100 ms.

In PhCN, photoexcitation populates the vibrationally hot
singlet excited state of P3, which relaxes initially in 17.7 ps, and,
which subsequently deactivates in 256.1 ps. This decay is
concomitant with a remarkable blue-shi in the ground state
bleaching. Within a time span of 2.0 ns, the SBCT state popu-
lates the SBCS state, featuring the ngerprint absorption bands
of the PBI radical cation and radical anion. The SBCS state
populates in 12.8 ns the triplet manifold, which exhibits a life-
time of 167 ms.

Unlike P3, the evolution associated spectrum of P4 in PhCN
resembles that of P2 and requires the use of an additional
species to t the TA spectrum. In general, the difference is
ascribed to the excited state geometry of P4. For P4, we
hypothesize two pairs of p–p stacked PBIs. So, its behavior is
expected to be similar to that of P2. For P4 in PhCN, the
vibrationally hot singlet excited state undergoes relaxation in 10
ps. By this, the second species, which has a slight dipolar
character, is formed. It subsequently populates the SBCT, SBCS,
and triplet excited states in 725.5 ps, 4.0 ns, and 19.9 ns,
respectively. Finally, the triplet excited state decays back to the
ground state with a lifetime of 180 ms. The deactivation mech-
anism in THF was comparable for P3 and P4 to those in PhCN,
as shown in Fig. S56–S59 (in the ESI‡). Based on the results of
TA spectral analyses, a simplied energy scheme for the excited
state deactivation pathway of the cyclophanes in polar and non-
polar solvents is summarized in Fig. 10. The estimated lifetime
values are summarized in Tables S4 and S5 in the ESI.‡
Fig. 10 Simplified energy diagram illustrating the excited state deac-
tivation mechanism of the cyclophanes in polar and non-polar
solvents. The black arrows represent the decay pathway in toluene.
The blue arrows indicate the deviation observed in polar solvents THF
and PhCN, which favour the formation of a stabilized SB-CS state.
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For all cyclophanes, the population of the PBI triplet excited
state from either SBCT in toluene or SBCS in benzonitrile was
quantied by measuring the singlet oxygen phosphorescence at
1270 nm (Fig. S66 in ESI‡). Using C60 in air-equilibrated toluene
as the reference,57,58 the singlet oxygen quantum yields (FD)
were determined. They are summarized in Table S6.‡ In
toluene, particularly high FD values of 67% and 76% for P2 and
P4 and a comparably low FD value of 37% for P3 correlate well
with the uorescence quantum yields. However, in benzonitrile,
charge recombination from SBCS to afford the triplet excited
state is reduced for P2 and P4 as indicated by FD values of 53%
and 44% for P2 and P4, respectively. The differences relative to
toluene are due to a competing charge-recombination pathway,
by which the ground state is directly recovered. Only in P3, it is
slightly increased to 43%.

Finally, we analyzed P1F2Et, P2F2Et and P2F2TEG in polar and
non-polar solvents. In particular, 550 nm excitation initiated the
same excited state decay mechanism as observed for P1 and P2,
respectively. As such, we used the kinetic models, which proved
to t the data for P1 and P2 in different solvents quite well with
four or ve species. The fs-TA, ns-TA, and evolution associated
spectra together with the relative population of the corre-
sponding species are shown in Fig. S49–S51 and S60–S65 (in the
ESI‡). Lifetimes of the species are summarised in Tables S4 and
S5.‡ By virtue of 550 nm photoexcitation, which is selective for
PBI, no fullerene-centered transients were detected. In contrast,
when photoexciting the fullerenes at around 370 nm a reso-
nance energy transfer by means of dipole–dipole interactions
was concluded from the 3D uorescence heat maps (Fig. S67
and S68 in the ESI‡).

Conclusions

PBI-based cyclophanes P2, P3, and P4 with different sizes and
various arrangements were synthesized and the relationship
between the structure and properties was thoroughly investi-
gated. By varying the reaction conditions and using TTF in an
electron donor–acceptor templated synthesis, the yield of the
two-PBI P2 was improved from 2.7% to 8.1%, which is already
a reasonably high yield in cyclophane synthesis. The changes in
the NMR spectra indicate a different chemical environment in
terms of p–p stacking PBIs in the cyclophanes. Remarkably, P2
exhibits the diastereoselective formation of homochiral atro-
pisomers (M,M)-P2/(P,P)-P2 at low temperatures by virtue of the
exible linkers. Owing to the strong intramolecular p–p inter-
actions between co-facially arranged PBIs, P2 shows H-type
excitonic coupling. Looser is the co-facial stacking of the PBIs
within three-PBI and four-PBI cyclophanes. Therefore, at low
temperatures, both diastereomeric pairs (M/M/M)-P3/(P,P,P)-P3
as well as (M/M/P)-P3/(P,P,M)-P3 are detected in the 1H-NMR
spectra of P3. Such a dynamic stacking is expected to provide
an accessible cavity for hosting various molecular guests.

From a uorescence quantum yield decrease in the order P1
>> P3 > P4 > P2 p–p stacking-induced quenching between the
PBIs in their excited states was concluded. Moreover, the
quantum yields are solvent-dependent. This suggests symmetry-
breaking charge-transfer/charge-separation interactions.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Indeed, time-resolved pump-probe experiments helped to
conrm the presence of both charge-transfer and charge-
separation. With a temperature increase, P2 is subject to
a weakening of the p–p stacking PBIs. Of great value are the
exible malonate linkers in P2 as they enabled the functional-
ization with hydrophobic as well as hydrophilic fullerene pen-
takisadducts. In this context, we synthesized for the rst time
a covalently linked PBI-cyclophane-fullerene hybrid. The solvent
dependent coalescence temperatures as well as the activation
energies for the conformational interconversion are higher for
P2F2Et than for P2, which is due to a sterically demanding
fullerene. The enhanced co-facial p–p stacking present in the
cyclophane-fullerene adducts P2F2Et and P2F2TEG leads to
a complete diastereoselectivity for the case of P2F2Et. This
illustrates that the hybridization strategy with fullerenes allows
us to modulate the cyclophanes with respect to solubility,
stacking, cavity size, photophysics and sterical arrangement.
Given the current undivided attention in dye-based cages for
selective purication, sensing, catalysis or chiral recognition,
our ndings are of utmost interest.
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